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Part of the contents of this presentation originates from the lecture “Space 
Engineering and Technology I, Part I” (ae1-801/1), by R. Hamann.

These two lecture hours deal with the space mission and the payload (not so 
much the actual vehicle).







The control center can be located at a single location, but it can also be split up 
over a mission control centre, a satellite control center and a payload control 
center (at various locations).



Telemetry includes both information on the status of the spacecraft (housekeeping 
data) and measurements obtained by the payload.



Typically applied (semi) real-time to monitor the status of the satellite, but can 
also be used to monitor measurements/quality of the payload. 



The French DORIS system (abbreviation for Doppler Orbitography and 
Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite) is used for orbit determination of 
scientific satellites.



The Deep Space Network is one of the few options for contact with interplanetary 
spacecraft � overloaded!





This relation holds for communication using radio-waves; k is a constant (6×103).

Alternatives for the S-band are the Ka and Ku-band; the use of particular 
frequencies is coordinated/prescribed by the International Telecommunications 
Union (ITU). 







Ideally, the level of automation should be selected such that the total cost are 
minimum, i.e. d(total_cost)/d(level_of_automation) = 0. In reality, the curve for 
total cost will not be so smooth.

PROPBA-1 is a Belgium mission. Kudo’s!



Answers:

a) D = 6.2 m

b) P = 192.2 W



Answers: A = 23.21%, DC = 0.53 M€, OC = 16.08 M€.







So…. No consistent answer! “LCC” is abbreviation for Life Cycle Cost (i.e. the 
full cost of a mission, covering all expenses).



Designing is not only “inventing” the instrument, but also describing how it is to 
be used!



AMF = Apogee Motor Firing

RF = Radio Frequency

UPS = Unified Propulsion System

BAPTA = Bearing And Power Transmission Assembly





Answers (DID YOU TRY?)

1. Assembly of launcher – integration with payload – testing while on launch 
pad – ignition – burnout and jettison of stages – jetison of payload shroud –
deltaV to arrive in parking orbit – deployment of solar panels and pointing 
towards Sun – deployment of antennas and contact with ground stations -
checkout of instruments

2. See sheet 43.

3. See sheet 44. 



Mission objectives can be as broad as observing a certain surface area (crop 
monitoring, fire detection, intelligence), navigation (GPS, Galileo, …), etcetera.



ISS = International Space Station; GPS = Global Positioning System; ILRS = 
International Laser Ranging Service (satellites depicted are equipped with laser 
retroreflectors to obtain distance measurements with accuracies of a few mm)





Arbitrary triangle with sides a, b and c, and angles α, β and γ (opposite to sides a, 
b and c, respectively). Sine rule: sin α / a = sin β / b = sin γ / c. Cosine rule: c2 = 
a2 + b2 – 2 a b cos γ (similar expressions for a2 and b2). In an arbitrary triangle, 
any set of 3 known parameters can be used to derive the other 3 parameters. In 
computations, it is sometimes handy to first derive another parameter (angle, 
side) before computing the final, desired parameter.



Re = 6378.137 km





Satellite at 800 km, 50 deg incl, station at 50 deg latitude: elevation = 72.523 deg

Satellite at 3000 km, 50 deg incl, station at -60 deg latitude: elevation = 60.322 
deg



HINT: First use the cosine rule to create a quadratic equation from which you can 
compute the distance between the ground station and the satellite

Satellite at 800 km:

Max contact time: Elevation = 0 � Tvis = 15.3 min

Elevation = 20 � Tvis = 7.5 min

Satellite at 3000 km:

Max contact time: Elevation = 0 � Tvis = 39.5 min

Elevation = 20 � Tvis = 25.3 min



The visibility circles hold for an object at the altitude of the International Space 
Station (335 km). They deform because of the projection of the map; on a 
perfectly round sphere it would be a true circle.

Picture generated with Satellite Tool Kit (STK).



The ISS moves from west (left) to East (right). The simulation covers about 2.5 
orbital revolutions. Picture generated with Satellite Tool Kit (STK).



Zooming in. Picture generated with Satellite Tool Kit (STK).





Picture generated with Satellite Tool Kit (STK). The LEO satellites Globalstar 
and Iridium are not necessarily located above the equator.



Arbitrary triangle with sides a, b and c, and angles α, β and γ (opposite to sides a, 
b and c, respectively). Sine rule: sin α / a = sin β / b = sin γ / c. Cosine rule: c2 = 
a2 + b2 – 2 a b cos γ (similar expressions for a2 and b2). In an arbitrary triangle, 
any set of 3 known parameters can be used to derive the other 3 parameters. In 
computations, it is sometimes handy to first derive another parameter (angle, 
side) before computing the final, desired parameter.
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The receiver antenna with a dish diameter of 1 meter is to be considered as 
representative for Direct-To-Home (DTH) broadcasting.



Answers:

a) i = 90°

b) Area = 14.54 × 106 km2

c) Nsat= 36


